
Lesson 1

Have your family imagine that you are a robot that has never heard of a peanut butter sandwich and you want them to give you written 
instructions on how to make a peanut butter sandwich. (Or some other simple sandwich.) Have them write out the instructions one at 
a time or give them to you verbally. Read the instructions out loud and then do them exactly as they are described as if you were a 
computer. This will cause them to have to make increasingly detailed instructions.

  For example: 
 Their Instruction: Put the peanut butter on the bread.
 Your Response: Pick up the jar of peanut butter and smash it down on the loaf of bread.
 Their Instruction: No! Put the peanut butter on a slice of bread!
 Your Response: Take a slice of bread and smash the jar of peanut butter down on it.
 Their Instruction: NO! Take some peanut butter out of the jar and put it on a slice of bread!
 Your Response: Dig into the jar with your fingers and plop a wad of peanut butter on a slice of bread.

It is important to force them to describe every single step to you in detail as if you had never done it before. Keep messing it up until they 
get the instructions perfect. Once you are done, ask your children to SHOW you how to make a peanut butter sandwich. Then talk about 
how much easier it was to lead you by actions than by words. Sometimes we can lead others with what we say, but leading others by 
doing the right thing, is more powerful and effective than leading others by saying the right thing.

Robot Sandwich

 “Dear children, let’s not merely say that we love 
each other; let us show the truth by our actions.” 

1 John 3:18 (NLT) 

 Ehud 
(Judges 3:12-30)
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